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Nurse of the Year nominations sought

For the Intelli

The March of Dimes Missouri Chapter is seeking nurses who exemplify an extraordinary level of care patients and show a passion and customer service.

Any nurses who have been nominated by colleagues or colleagues will review the nominations. Nurses will receive a letter regarding their nominations on November 19, 2016 at the 2016 St. Louis Regional Nurse of the Year event.

Chair Cathy Koeln said, “The nurses are the heart of the continuum of care for so many of our patients and their families. We are proud to be celebrating their work and their dedication to helping others as we celebrate the nurses of Missouri and the East Coast.”

If you have any questions, please call 314-523-7012.

VILLAGE

Automated trash and recycling service begins on May 1.

In addition to the trash pickup, a large item pickup will be completed on each resident’s normal trash collection day.

The village will be offering a drop-off site for electronic recycling. Items can be dropped off at the Village of Edwardsville’s headquarters.

This is a particularly relevant to public institutions and hospitals, since these institutions are not only small in size but also
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Police

He was traveling on South Main Street when an officer pulled him over for allegedly speeding.

The officer, who pulled over 29-year-old Mann, claimed diffusion ability of less than 2.5% of marijuana, and actual possession of less than 20 pounds of marijuana for personal use and for smoking marijuana. Both charges are misdemeanors.

Mann, who was placed under arrest, was transported to the Madison County Jail. His bail was set at $2,000.
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